Temperature increase of 21st century mitigation scenarios
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A

key indicator for climate change is the expected global-mean surface temperature increase. Future global temperature changes will be determined primarily by future emissions of greenhouse gases, ozone, and aerosol precursors and the response of the Earth system to those emissions. Any calculation of the potential range of future climate change requires consideration of both a plausible range of emissions scenarios and uncertainties in Earth system response, preferably by using results from multiple scenarios and models. The present analysis aims to map out the potential benefits of climate mitigation actions in terms of how much temperature increase can be avoided as a function of abatement effort. By including scenarios that are among the most stringent in the current literature, the analysis also provides quantitative insight into how much warming is likely to remain as a result of inertia within the energy system as well as the climate system. Such information is of critical importance in the climate policies that are currently being formulated.

The Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (1) recently projected that by 2100, global mean surface temperature would increase by 1.1–6.4°C over the 1990 level using the range of illustrative baseline (nonmitigation) emissions scenarios from six energy-economic modeling teams that had been developed in the IPCC Special Report on Emissions scenarios (SRES) (2) (the low end of the range results from the so-called B1 scenario; the upper range from the A1FI scenario). This uncertainty range originates both from the range in emissions scenarios and from the limited understanding of the climate system. Earlier, broadly consistent results for the same scenarios were reported in IPCC’s Third Assessment Report (TAR) (3) (1.4–5.8°C), in individual model studies (4), in probabilistic approaches (5, 6), and in multimodel intercomparison studies (7, 8). Others obtained similar estimates of baseline temperature ranges with independently developed nonmitigation scenarios (9). The SRES emissions scenarios, however, do not include explicit policies to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions, which would lower the extent of climate change experienced over the 21st Century. Some work (which is also reported in AR4) has been done on the so-called “climate change commitment,” i.e., the warming that would occur if concentrations were kept at the year 2000 levels, with an estimated average value of 0.6°C over the course of the 21st Century (10, 11). However, this climate change commitment is only a hypothetical number because inertia in human systems will result in increasing concentrations in the near future, whereas, in the more distant future, both emissions and concentrations can fall. Scenarios based on credible and feasible mitigation strategies are arguably more relevant for policy making (12). Although there have been analyses based on multigas emissions pathways (e.g., refs. 13 and 14) and mitigation scenarios (15–21), a comprehensive assessment of climate impacts using a range of multigas mitigation scenarios from different models has not yet been made.

Progress in developing multigas mitigation scenarios now allows a comparison between climate consequences of such mitigation scenarios versus baseline scenarios. This comparison considers the major uncertainties: climate sensitivity, carbon
cycle processes, socioeconomic modeling approach, climate modeling approach, different baseline assumptions, and climate policy uncertainty (different stabilization levels).

For this article, a set of baseline and associated mitigation scenarios was compiled from a group of Integrated Assessment Models (IAM) with results for the most relevant greenhouse gases and air pollutants (although these model also calculate greenhouse gas concentration and climate change, here, we use only their emission outputs). These models are AIM, EPPA, IMAGE, IPAC, MESSAGE and MiniCAM (22–30). The IAMs include all major greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4, N2O, and halocarbons) and consistent representations of air pollutants, i.e., aerosols (SO2) and tropospheric ozone precursors (CO, NOx, VOCs). The mitigation scenarios focus on stabilizing radiative forcing (as a useful integrating metric across agents). Most of the scenarios were developed for the EMF-21 model (hereafter referred to as “EMF-21”; dark blue, scenarios with higher stabilization targets than EMF-21; pink, scenarios with targets in between 3.5 and 4 W/m2; and purple, scenarios with targets <3.5 W/m2).

For that reason, they are used here in their standard IPCC model setup (see SI Text). Results are presented as ranges with climate sensitivity and carbon-cycle parameters varied over plausible ranges. Throughout this article, temperature increase is reported in comparison with 1990 levels, defined as the average over 1980–2000 (see SI Text for additional metrics and/or other reference periods sometimes used in the literature).

### Emissions Scenarios

In the baseline (no climate policy) scenarios, the range of increase in greenhouse gas emissions by 2100 is from ~70% to almost 250% compared with 2000 in the absence of climate policy [Fig. 1; emissions are reported in equivalents by using global warming potentials (35) for reporting purposes only]. In all baseline scenarios, emissions growth slows down in the second half of the century because of a combination of stabilizing global population levels and continued technological change. The scenario range used here is reasonably representative of values in the current literature (31) and broadly consistent with the SRES-range. The current set of baseline scenarios lacks cases with substantial declines in emissions over the last part of the 21st Century, which increases the lower end of temperature range for baseline scenarios somewhat compared with AR4, as indicated further below.

The mitigation scenarios necessarily follow a very different pattern, with a peak in global emissions between 2020 and 2040 at a maximum value of 50% above current emissions levels. The mitigation scenarios can be classified into categories according to their radiative forcing target. A large group of the scenarios (8 of 15) aim for stabilization (ca. 2150) at 4.5 W/m2 compared with preindustrial, which was the target of the EMF-21 exercise (hereafter referred to as “4.5 W/m2” target). Note that the results presented here do not necessarily stabilize at 4.5 W/m2 when simulated through the climate models used here because...
they may represent the carbon cycle and the fate of gases somewhat differently than did the original modeler. This group of scenarios shows cumulative CO₂ emissions of 850-to 1,000 Gigaton Carbon (GtC) (Fig. 1C), on average reduced by 40% compared with the baseline. One mitigation scenario has higher (1,100 GtC) and several have considerably lower cumulative emissions (400–850 GtC). The lowest scenarios (IMAGE29, IMAGE26, MESSAGE32—purple in Figs. 1 and 2C) have forcing targets <3.5 W/m² (hereafter referred to as “lowest scenarios”).

The mitigation scenarios are developed in each of the integrated assessment model by selecting a cost-effective set of emission reduction measures. In general, most reductions are obtained by reducing energy-related CO₂ emissions (70–90% of reductions across the scenarios), followed by non-CO₂ gases (15–30%) and CO₂ from land-use (relatively small contribution, both positive and negative as side effects of other reductions measures). Energy-related CO₂ emissions are generally reduced by increases in energy efficiency and application of low/zero carbon energy technologies. In terms of timing, models aim to avoid drastic emission reductions that require (costly) premature reduction of capital; in other words, emission reductions are bounded by the inertia of capital replacement in the energy system. The emission reductions in 2050 vary considerably as a function of the stabilization target. For the 4.5 W/m² target, year-2050 emissions are 2–30% lower than the year-2000 emissions, but for the category of lowest scenarios, emissions are 20–60% lower than in year 2000. The category of lowest scenarios tend to push the limits in terms of rate and direction of technological and lifestyle changes. For example, they include the use of bioenergy in combination with carbon-capture and storage, which provides the possibility of net negative emissions from electricity production (36). These scenarios are among the lowest emissions scenarios currently found in the literature (17).

Air pollutant emissions are always lower in the mitigation scenarios than in the baseline scenarios (e.g., 19–88 Teragram Sulphur (Tg S)/yr for the baseline scenarios versus 4–54 Tg S/yr for the mitigation scenarios in 2100). CO₂ emissions reduction and SO₂ emissions reduction are tightly coupled ($r^2 = 0.64$; slope $= 1.08$); a correlation is also found for NOₓ, VOCs and CO (SI Text). These correlations result from the changes induced by climate policies in the energy system and are important because these gases also influence radiative forcing via aerosol and ozone formation. In the short term, the coupling between SO₂ and CO₂ emission reduction is crucial because part of the reduced warming resulting from lower CO₂ emissions is offset by additional warming due to reduced SO₂ emissions (37).

The change in abatement cost as a function of the policy target, here represented by radiative forcing in 2100, is shown in Fig. 1D (see SI Text). As a generic costs measure, the net present value (NPV) of abatement costs is used. The general result is a strong correlation between more ambitious targets and increasing costs. The costs for any particular target varies substantially depending on assumptions for technological options considered,
the rate of technological change, substitution between production factors (e.g., capital and energy), recycling of tax revenues, and baseline emissions (38). For the 4.5 W/m² target, the net present value of abatement costs from 2000 to 2100 range from 2 to 19 trillion 2000-US$ across the models. The highest cost levels (for the most stringent targets) are equivalent to about 2–3% of NPV of GDP (see also Discussion and Conclusions).

Outcomes of the Climate Models
Radiative forcing (Fig. 2A) shows the integrated effect of the complete suite of greenhouse gases, aerosols, and precursors and stratospheric and tropospheric ozone. Baseline case forcing in 2100 for central parameters ranges from 6 to 10 W/m² compared with preindustrial over the range of emissions scenarios. Forcing in mitigation cases is stabilized or declining by 2100, with values reduced to 2.4–5.1 W/m². Both the MAGICC and Bern2.5CC models show similar results for central climate and carbon cycle parameters. The uncertainty ranges, however, are not directly comparable. For Bern2.5CC, the range results from plausible assumptions on upper and lower limits for carbon sequestration by land and ocean (34). For MAGICC, the range is ±1 standard deviation range across a set of 19 MAGICC runs (see SI Text).

The carbon dioxide concentrations for the baseline cases range from 650–950 ppm in 2100 by using central model parameters (for both climate models). Carbon dioxide concentrations in the mitigation scenarios range from 380 to 620 ppm in 2100. The subset of 4.5 W/m²-target scenarios yields a CO₂ concentration range of 500–590 ppm for central carbon-cycle climate parameters.

Projected temperature changes by year 2100 (relative to 1990) are 2.6–4.6°C (Fig. 2B) for the baseline scenarios and central (best-estimate) model parameters. Uncertainties in the carbon cycle and climate sensitivity more than double the ranges associated with emissions to 2.1–6.1°C in MAGICC and results in an even wider range of possible outcomes in the Bern2.5CC model of 1.4–7.7°C. The range of MAGICC outcomes is on the low end of the range somewhat higher than the numbers reported in TAR and AR4 (1.1°C) as a result of the fact that here no scenarios have been considered that significantly reduce emissions without climate policy (1, 3). Apart from this, the numbers are broadly consistent.

For the mitigation scenarios, the projected temperature changes by 2100 are 1.1–2.4°C by using central model parameters. The mitigation scenarios bring down the overall range of temperature change substantially relative to the baseline range with the largest impact on the high end of the range, which is lowered by >3°C. The greatest difference compared with the baseline is seen during the second part of the century, when the rate of temperature change slows considerably in all mitigation scenarios in contrast to the baseline scenarios. By the end of century, the rate of temperature change under the mitigation scenarios is considerably below the rate of the baseline scenarios (which still show strongly increasing temperature). In fact, under default assumptions in climate parameters in several mitigation scenarios, surface air temperature has more or less stabilized by year 2100. In other words, the policy scenarios have even a greater impact on the additional warming beyond 2100 than the differences reported for that particular year. For the 4.5 W/m² target, climate model simulations result in a 2100 temperature increase of 0.8–4.4°C (full Bern2.5CC range).

The temperature increase is 1.1–1.7°C for the central model parameter settings for the lowest emissions scenarios, with a full range of 0.5–2.8°C in the Bern2.5CC model (Fig. 2). Thus, even under these low scenarios, global mean temperature increase could exceed 2°C compared with 1990 depending on climate or carbon-cycle parameters. Assuming that these scenarios represent a lower bound on feasible emissions reductions, these results represent an estimate of the “minimum warming” that considers inertia of both the climate system and socioeconomic systems. The average warming of these scenarios is 1.4°C, of which ~0.6°C is due to the climate system inertia alone (6). The socioeconomic and technological inertias thus account for ~0.8°C additional warming by 2100 relative to 1990.

The temperature change in the different scenarios is closely related to the 1990–2100 cumulative carbon emissions (industrial and land-use change), with deviations varying according to other emissions (air pollutants, non-CO₂ greenhouse gases) and emissions pathway. The correlation between cumulative industrial CO₂ emissions and temperature change in 2100 yields a standard deviation of 0.2°C (SI Text). Deviations from a perfect correlation are due mainly to the effects of non-CO₂ greenhouse gases.

Discussion and Conclusions
We have examined a large set of projections for 21st Century emissions of a suite of greenhouse and other air pollutant gases. The emissions scenarios provide an indication of the potential effects of mitigation policies. In interpreting these results, however, it should be noted that most of the emissions models used are idealized in many ways. New technologies and policies are assumed to be globally applicable and are often introduced over relatively short periods of time. Especially in the lowest scenarios, it is assumed that some form of global climate policy can be implemented shortly after 2010, as a result of which global emissions can peak ca. 2020. On the other hand, some future mitigation options might not have been considered to the full extent. The scenarios here do not generally deal with the question of political feasibility and assume, for example, that mitigation policies are implemented globally and in all sectors of the economy.

Consider first the 4.5 W/m² scenarios, which represent a stabilization target of the magnitude often considered by energy-economic analyses. Global emissions in these scenarios begin to diverge from baseline values ca. 2020–2030, with emissions dropping to approximately present levels by 2100. Achieving any of these emissions pathways is likely to be challenging compared with past and present mitigation efforts, although views on the magnitude of this challenge differ widely. Temperature starts to diverge from the baseline projections later than emissions. This delay emphasizes the importance of early decisions to meet specific mitigation targets. By the end of the century, the climate consequences of the 4.5 W/m² target scenarios result in temperature changes of 0.8–4.4°C relative to 1990 average instead of a warming of 1.4–7.7°C for the baseline projections. Central model parameter settings in 2100 result in a warming of 2.1°C for the 4.5 W/m² target instead of 2.4–4.6°C for the baseline projections. It should be noted that the mitigation scenarios also have a lower warming commitment beyond 2100 than the baseline scenarios.

The lowest scenarios result in a warming of 0.5–2.8°C (average 1.4°C). These scenarios provide a guide to the range of global-mean warming that may occur, assuming ambitious climate policy. The value could be interpreted as a more realistic minimum warming based on technological and economic inertia (although given the nature of uncertainty in emission modeling, the lower bound given here is not a formal one; it simply reflects the assumptions of what is possible based on model assumptions). Its value is substantially above previously estimated committed warming due to climate system inertia only [0.2–1.0°C; (10, 11)]. It should be noted that these scenarios depart from the corresponding no-climate-policy baseline by 2015–2020. Furthermore, they incorporate the widespread development and deployment of existing carbon-neutral technologies in coming decades and, subsequently, of new carbon-neutral technologies. Although the integrated assessment/energy economics model runs indicate that these
scenarios may be technically feasible, they clearly require sociopolitical and technical conditions very different from those now existing.

Under the lowest scenarios analyzed here, therefore, meeting a target of 2°C temperature change relative to preindustrial conditions (i.e., 1.5°C relative to 1980–2000) is possible, but is not at all guaranteed. Obviously, the chances of meeting the target decrease substantially for less-stringent stabilization targets. Given the large uncertainty ranges resulting from our limited understanding/knowledge of climate sensitivity and carbon cycle processes, the results reconfirm the need to formulate targets in probabilistic terms (5, 39, 40). Our results show that even the lowest scenarios available in literature, based on optimistic assumptions with respect to international cooperation in climate policy, lead to considerable increases in global mean temperature. These results show that adaptation measures will be needed in addition to mitigation to reduce the impact of the residual warming.